
Thundercraft.

1985

A 9000 BTU kerosine heater was purchased for Camp in place of the Acorn heater in the Main
Sleeping Cabin.

The replacement log was finally in place on the kitchen, but due to debris that had fallen down
behind the fireplace, the kitchen could not be pulled back against the main lodge yet. A cement
footing still had to be poured to repair the fireplace hearth. The channel had been dug around the
Main lodge and drainage tiles laid to avoid further heaving problems caused by water. Garbage in
the dump was burned but Kenny hasn’t buried it over yet. He needed a back hoe to do the work
and promised to do it soon. Once the settling problem is over, the next step of the project was the
roof trusses in the main lodge. The septic tank and bed replacement was completed. A new
propane hot water tank was installed as the old one had been leaking for a number of years.
Kenny had tried patching the old one up for years using everything from string to bubble gum. It
was time for a new one...

The dock was extended from the small dock 20 feet to
make room for the Thundercraft, named the Betty
Lou II. New cushions were made for the Hyah-Hyah
for $220.00 . A Toro whipper snipper was purchased
for lawn maintenance. Cam Crowe built boxes to
store the sheets blankets and pillow cases for $187.00
. The 200 gallon gas tank was installed by Kenny
Hayward in camp.

The cook and helper for 1985 were Lori Cotur & David Wilkins. These people proved to be
unsatisfactory and a specific motion was made by Larry Ancypa, seconded by John Kerr that they
not be offered the positions for the next year, or ever for that matter... 

Summer Rates were changed to; Members 6 free days then $15.00 per day, Relatives $20.00 per
day, Guests $25.00 per day.  Off season stayed at $10.00 per day.

Resignations (7) Ron Pratt, Art Andejeski, Finn Bergishagen non payment of dues, Ted
Havens III non payment of dues, J. Head, Gary Matthews, Clyde
Matthews.

New members (7) Keith Balfour, Ed Ancypa, Noel Burroughs, John Heintzman, Chris Riley,
Steve Bachle, Carl Hulseman.

NOTE: Noel Burroughs passed away prior to accepting his membership.

Mike Waller’s membership (1994) was ratified. Moved by Rob Haddow, seconded by John Kerr.



I would pass on
sleeping in a tent after that tin of beans was consumed. Wouldn’t you?
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